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yes, that's true. the earlier models do have multi-touch support, but only with the pen. the
newer models, like the bamboo and the create, have multi touch and multi pen. i have a
bamboo create and i used it to draw my cgis for the last version of firecad. it worked great!
check out the reviews for the create and the bamboo for more info on these features. i'm sure
they can be added to the older models with a software update, so check the wacom website
and the forums to see if anyone has done this. cheers, about the multi pen; the bamboo line
has multi pen support, the create has multi pen and multi touch support. the newer models are
fantastic, but to be fair you can buy used bamboo models from wacom (with the new pen), and
the create was discontinued a few years ago. you can also check out the wacom website. that
site has lots of info on the different wacom models. cheers, the pen works great, the multitouch
features are great and it is definitely far superior to any touchscreen device. i use it daily and it
has not failed me yet. i plan to purchase the stylus for the ipad 2 and will use it with that. i
highly recommend it. thank you for your question! the intuos drawing tablet is a multi-touch
tablet which is suitable for drawing, sketching, painting, and producing high quality drawings.
the intuos touch tablet can be used with a pen, a finger or the included stylus. it is suitable for
all tasks from quick sketches to detailed drawings.
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